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Abstract
By improving the quality of early teacher-child relationships, a child may improve his
socio-emotional competence and decrease problem behaviors. Teacher Child Interaction
Training (TCIT), adapted from Parent Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT), is a schoolbased prevention program in which teachers are taught to use the principles of learning
and behavior management in the classroom to enhance positive interactions and
attachment, and to prevent and reduce problem behaviors in young children. In the
present study, changes in teacher and child behavior were experimentally analyzed within
a multiple-baseline design across two classrooms with five teachers and thirty nine
preschool children. Teacher and child behavior were measured through behavioral
observations and clinical rating scales. Systematic visual analyses of the graphs of the
repeated measures in time series demonstrated that the teachers increased their positive
attention skills and the children decreased disruptive behavior. Results of repeatedmeasures ANOVAs indicated significant positive changes in children’s behavior as rated
by the teachers. Furthermore, teachers’ ratings correlated significantly with behavioral
observations, supporting the validity of the clinical ratings measure. This study supports
TCIT’s use as a method to increase positive interactions between teachers and students,
and as a universal prevention program for behavior problems in preschool classrooms.
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Teacher Child Interaction Training (TCIT) Creates a Positive Classroom Environment:
Improving Attachment and Management of Child Behavior Problems
The adage states that it takes a village to raise a child. Certainly, positive
relationships with important figures in a child’s life have lasting effects on the child’s
social and emotional well-being (Noam & Fiore, 2004). Whereas parents are central
figures in their children’s lives, positive interactions with other adults can also serve as
protective factors in a child’s development. Namely, supportive teacher relationships can
have a positive impact on a child’s school experience and promote improved social and
academic outcomes. By improving the quality of teacher relationships in a child’s
academic life, a child may well improve his socio-emotional competence and decrease
problem behaviors. This study sought to replicate earlier findings (Lyon, Gershenson,
Farahmand, Thaxter, Behling, & Budd, 2009) that teachers could be successfully coached
in promoting a more positive classroom environment. Additionally, the current study
attempted to capture any adjustment in the children’s behavior as a result of the teacher
behavior changes.
The Importance of Positive Adult-child Interactions
Developmental psychopathology research, in conjunction with literature on
attachment and resiliency, repeatedly attests to the impact of a child’s relationships with
important adults in their lives (Noam & Fiore, 2004). A nurturing parent-child
relationship is one of the strongest protective factors associated with children’s resilience
(Gardner, 1987; Webster-Stratton, 1985; Webster-Stratton & Fjone, 1989), capable of
building children’s emotional regulation, ability to manage conflict, and school readiness
(Webster-Stratton & Reid, 2006) and mediating change in children’s conduct problems
(Gardner, Burton, & Klimes, 2006). According to the National Institute of Child Health
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and Human Development’s longitudinal study of more than 1000 children entering
school, positive mother-child relationships are the most common and strongest predictor
of social and academic outcomes in the early school period (NICHD, 2002).
Whereas positive adult-child relationships can positively impact multiple facets of
child development, the opposite is also true: negative relationships are highly correlated
with undesirable child outcomes, such as low social and emotional competence, poor
academic functioning and behavior problems. Poor quality parent-child relationships,
such as those impacted by parent stress or psychopathology, for example, is associated
with future child educational, behavioral, social, and legal difficulties (Barbarin, Bryant,
McCandies, Burchinal, Early, Clifford, Pianta, & Howes, 2006; Mowbray, Bybee,
Oyserman, MacFarlane, & Bowersox, 2006; Graham-Bermann, & Levendosky, 1997). A
lower quality of parent-child attachment predicted higher levels of parent-rated
aggression, social stress and lower levels of self-esteem in young boys (Ooi, Ang, Fung,
Wong, & Cai, 2006). Furthermore, poor relationships, most strongly with the mother, are
a strong predictor of later child social and academic difficulties (Pianta & Stuhlman,
2004). Harsh, punitive, and inconsistent parenting styles are repeatedly associated with
increased behavioral difficulties, including oppositional and aggressive behaviors
(Cummings, 1994; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1999; Stormshak, Bierman,
McMahon, & Lengua, 2000). Specifically, parents of children with behavior problems
tend to show more negative verbal and nonverbal behaviors (Webster-Stratton & Fjone,
1989), and give more commands (Webster-Stratton, 1985). In general, it is well-accepted
that a child’s social emotional competence within the context of the early parent
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relationship has strong implications for the child’s later mental health and academic
achievement.
Theories on attachment styles, relational schemas, and internal working models
suggest that the behaviors present within the parent-child relationship tend to emerge
within other relational contexts (Pianta, Nimetz, & Bennett, 1997). Increasingly,
evidence indicates that supportive non-parental adult relationships promote children’s
psychological health and improve academic outcomes (as described in Spencer, Jordan,
& Sanzama, 2002; Noam & Fiore, 2004). Children exposed to risk factors as diverse as
parent mental illness, low socioeconomic status, and maltreatment have been shown to
benefit from a relationship with a caring adult (Rhodes, Grossman, & Resch, 2000;
Hughes, Cavell, & Jackson, 1999; Noam & Fiore, 2004).
When children are young, a vast majority of their time is spent with parents and
teachers. Perhaps it is not surprising that supportive teacher-child relationships also have
ties to positive social outcomes and higher levels of academic engagement (Denham &
Burton, 1996; Birch & Ladd, 1997). As with parents, negative teacher-child relationships
can impact behavioral and academic functioning in children (Birch & Ladd, 1998). More
specifically, conflict with teachers can decrease children’s prosocial behavior, increase
school avoidance, and interfere with academic performance (Birch & Ladd, 1997).
Pianta and his colleagues have observed that the relational quality of early teacher-child
interactions can have long-term implications for children’s school attachment and success
(Pianta, Hamre, & Stuhlman, 2003). For example, the quality of teacher-child
relationship (especially conflict therein) was associated with childrens’ levels of social
and academic skills (Pianta & Stuhlman, 2004). Negative early relationships with
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teachers have been linked to academic and behavioral outcomes through 8th grade,
particularly for boys and children with high levels of behavior problems (Hamre &
Pianta, 2001).
A child’s early years (birth through five years of age) represent a pivotal stage of
development when adult-child relationships can have a significant impact on emerging
social, behavioral, and school readiness skills. Improving the relational abilities of key
figures in a child’s life is an important target for decreasing behavior problems and
improving child outcomes. Therefore, prevention and early intervention programs that
target the teacher-child relationship may improve a child’s social, behavioral and
academic development (Driscoll & Pianta, 2010).
Interventions for Social-Emotional Competence and Behavior Problems
Social competence can be described as a child’s ability to successfully navigate
interpersonal relationships to achieve goals and to get along well with adults and peers
(McCabe & Altamura, 2011). Social competence is associated with emotional
competence because there are often emotional reactions in social relationships. A child’s
abilities to recognize and regulate emotions in themselves as well as determine the causes
of and respond prosocially to emotions in others, often determines their success in
interpersonal relationships (McCabe & Altamura, 2011). In an academic setting, social
competence may be reflected in a child’s level of classroom engagement. A
preschooler’s social-emotional competence may be demonstrated by compliance with
commands, ability to give and receive affection, and demonstrating a level of initiative by
not being dependent on or avoidant of others (Waters & Sroufe, 1983). Lack of these
early competencies will likely interfere with social opportunities, such as participation in
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games and developing friendships. Further, social skills deficits and poor emotion
regulation are contributing factors to later emotional and behavior problems (McCabe &
Altamura, 2011).
As many as one in five preschool children experience a mental health problem;
however, less than 10% of those children are referred for services (Egger & Angold,
2006). Whereas some children identified with poor social and behavioral skills will
“grow out” of their difficulties, many continue to demonstrate emotional and behavior
problems for years to follow (Campbell, 1995; Lavigne, et al., 1998; Shaw, Gilliom, &
Giovannelli, 2000; Hamre & Pianta, 2001). Moreland and Dumas (2008) suggest that
early disruptive behavior can have a chronic trajectory, with negative outcomes extending
into adulthood. Thus, many prevention and early intervention programs target preschool
children to offset some of these developing difficulties and promote more adaptive living
skills.
In planning interventions with children, those that are offered as early as possible
and target multiple areas of the child’s life tend to be the most effective. Many
intervention programs consider multiple systems of influence in a child’s life, including
family, school and community. Educational institutions are increasingly being included
in prevention and early intervention efforts, given the schools’ capacity to access a large
number of children, thus increasing cost-effectiveness. A school component within a
multi-systemic intervention can therefore increase access to children who are not
otherwise receiving services, while also increasing cost-effectiveness.
In general, there are several empirically-supported interventions designed to
improve social and emotional competence in preschool children (McCabe & Altamura,
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2011), and treat disruptive behavior problems (Eyberg, Nelson, & Boggs, 2008; Shriver
& Allen, 2008). McCabe and Altamura (2011) determined intervention programs to be
“empirically valid” based on evidence of effectiveness (e.g. moderate effect size).
Eyberg and colleagues designated a “well-established” or “probably efficacious” status
based on criteria set forth by the APA’s task force (Eyberg, et al., 2008). Two programs
emerged across reviews as evidence based treatments to both increase social emotional
competence and decrease behavior problems: The Incredible Years (Webster-Stratton &
Reid, 2003) and Parent-Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT; Brinkmeyer & Eyberg, 2003).
The two programs have much in common: both utilize a two-phase treatment model
(Hanf, 1969; Reitman & McMahon, 2013), include parent behavioral training (e.g.
positive attention skills), measure change through a combination of observation coding
and clinical scales, and report similar outcomes (e.g. more positive parenting, less child
noncompliance and aggression) which are maintained at 1- and 2- year follow-ups (e.g.
Reid, Webster-Stratton, & Hammond, 2003; Boggs, et al., 2004).
The Incredible Years consists of programs for children, parents, and teachers, all
of which have been tested separately as well as in various combinations (see WebsterStratton & Reid, 2001, for an overview). Webster-Stratton and her colleagues have
developed an extensive research program, documenting success across a wide range of
ages, settings, and caregivers (Webster-Stratton & Reid, 2010). However, no two
independent investigators have demonstrated efficacy in separate studies (Eyberg, et al.,
2008), suggesting that the findings may not be easily replicated. The teacher training
component was considered “possibly efficacious” in combination with parent and child
programs, but was not empirically supported as a stand-alone intervention (Eyberg, et al.,
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2008). This finding suggests that, against expectations, the additional teacher component
does not serve to enhance the existing child and parent programs. Campbell (2011)
highlighted several limitations to implementing the teacher program, including: high cost,
large-group format for educator training (preventing individualized instruction and invivo coaching), and infrequent trainings.
On the other hand, Parent-Child Interaction Therapy has received consistently
positive reviews (Shriver & Allen, 2008; Eyberg, et al., 2008). Integrating attachment
theory with social learning and resilience theories, and blending behavioral and play
therapy approaches, Parent-Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT) strives to promote an
authoritative parenting style (Baumrind, 1967), including parental warmth and reflection
of child’s feelings and needs, as well as clear directives with follow through. The two
phases of PCIT include Child-Directed Interaction (CDI), followed by Parent-directed
Interaction (PDI). The focus of CDI is to strengthen the parent-child relationship through
child-directed play. Coaches assist parents in building specific skills, called PRIDE skills
(see Table 1), and reducing directives, such as commands and questions. Using the
Dyadic Parent-child Interactional Coding System (DPICS; Eyberg, Nelson, Duke, &
Boggs, 2009), interactions are coded for five minutes and parents are expected to reach
Table 1
PRIDE skills in Parent-Child Interaction Therapy

Praise
Reflection
Imitation
Description
Enthusiasm

Encouraging prosocial behavior by verbally recognizing child’s actions
Increasing engagement by actively listening and reflecting content of what child
says
Perpetuating behaviors and promoting cooperation by performing same action as
child
Demonstrating interest in child’s activities by labeling his behaviors
Communicating enjoyment and child interest by smiling frequently and using
vocal inflections
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mastery level in these skills before moving onto PDI. PDI focuses on parents providing
clear commands and improving child compliance. Designed for intervention with
children between 2 and 7 years of age, PCIT has been adapted for a number of childhood
disorders based on its extensive empirical support for childhood behavior problems
(Zisser & Eyberg, 2010), and has more recently been adapted for the classroom.
Teacher-Child Interaction Training
Given the success of PCIT in promoting parental competence and decreasing
child problem behaviors, a school-based model, Teacher-child Interaction Training
(TCIT), has been developed. Early models utilizing single-case designs (McIntosh,
Rizza, & Bliss, 2000; Floress & Gibson, 2007) and sequential treatment comparisons
(Filcheck, McNeil, Greco, & Bernard, 2004) offered preliminary support for TCIT’s
efficacy. In addition, several dissertations document TCIT prototypes (Bahl, 2000;
Colbett, 2002; McIntosh, 2000). Currently, four research laboratories have been
developing parallel models of TCIT: Child Mind Institute, DePaul University, University
of Nebraska – Lincoln, and West Virginia University. For a comparison of the four TCIT
models, see Table 2.
In many ways these models are similar, incorporating many of the classic
treatment components of PCIT. Each TCIT program was implemented in preschool
classrooms. As with PCIT, each model incorporated CDI and “TDI” (Teacher-Directed
Interaction) phases of training and coaching. The DPICS was utilized for behavioral
coding in order to capture teacher behavior changes in all of the studies (although
Campbell, 2011 also used the BOPS). Lastly, in contrast to PCIT’s demonstrated
efficacy with one child, all four TCIT models sought to assist teachers with changing the
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Table 2
Chart comparison of TCIT models
Affiliation

West Virginia
University

Child Mind Institute

University of
Nebraska-Lincoln

DePaul University

Model

Teacher-Child
Interaction Therapy

Teacher-Child
Interaction Training

Teacher-Child
Interaction Training –
Preschool Edition

Teacher-Child
Interaction Training

Related
Articles

Tiano & McNeil, 2006

Madigan, 2011

Campbell, 2011

Lyon, Gershenson,
Farahmand, Thaxter,
Behling, & Budd,
2009;
Gershenson, Lyon, &
Budd, 2009

Research
design

Randomized Control
Trial

Concurrent Multiple
Probe

Multiple Baseline

Multiple Baseline

Purpose

Intervention;
“To decrease
disruptive behaviors in
the classroom and
increase teachers’
skills in managing
these classroom
behaviors” (p.222).

Intervention;
“To expand on prior
studies by evaluating
the efficacy of TCIT
with increased fidelity
to the PCIT protocol”
(p. 45).

Intervention;
“To improve social
and behavioral
competence for
preschool children, and
increase efficacy and
satisfaction for
preschool teachers”
(Abstract).

Prevention;
“Promoting a positive
classroom
environment,
preventing future
behavior problems and
addressing current
externalizing issues,
and decreasing teacher
burnout” (Gershenson,
2009, p. 281).

Type and
number of
Classrooms

Eight Head Start
classrooms in
Southwestern
Pennsylvania (Four
TCIT classrooms and
three control
classrooms utilized in
data analysis)

Five day treatment
classrooms in an urban,
ethnically diverse, and
socioeconomically
disadvantaged sample

Six Head Start
Classrooms in two
counties in the
Midwest

Four classrooms in
urban, religiouslyaffiliated day care
center in Chicago, lowSES, ethnic minority
children

Teachers

Eight (seven for data
analysis); Teachers,
teacher’s assistants,
and classroom
volunteers participated
in training and
coaching activities but
only primary teachers
were coded

Five; divided into three
groups (two teachers
each in Groups 1 and
2, one teacher for
Group 3)

Six; all primary
teachers

Twelve; three
teachers/aides in four
classrooms

Children

32; four from each
classroom (25 used for
data analysis, 13
treatment and 12
control)

Unreported

101

78 Children; with 1921 children per
classroom
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Affiliation

West Virginia
University
DPICS, REDSOCS,
Teacher Rating of
Class Manageability (2
time points),
Time-out Log (daily)

Child Mind Institute

Behaviors
observed –
Teacher

Labeled Praise,
Unlabeled
Praise, and Criticism

Behaviors
observed –
Child

Inappropriate Behavior
or Appropriate
Behavior

Clinical
Measures

University of
Nebraska-Lincoln
DPICS,
Behavioral
Observation of
Preschoolers System
(BOPS; Campbell, et
al., 2011),
Child-Behavior
Checklist – Caregiver
and Teacher Rating
Forms (CBCL, CBCLTRF; Achenbach &
Rescorla, 2000),
Sutter-Eyberg Student
Behavior Inventory
(SESBI-R; Eyberg &
Pincus, 1999),
Social Competence and
Behavior Evaluation,
Preschool Edition
(SCBE; LaFreniere &
Dumas, 1995),
The Eyberg Child
Behavior Inventory
(ECBI; Eyberg &
Pincus, 1999)

DePaul University

Labeled Praise,
Unlabeled Praise,
Reflections, Behavior
Descriptions, Direct
Commands, Indirect
Commands, Questions,
Criticism, and
Effective Command
Sequences

Negative Talk, Direct
and Indirect
Commands (Followed
by Compliance,
Followed by
Noncompliance,
Followed by No
Opportunity to
Comply),
Information Question,
Descriptive Question,
Labeled Praise,
Unlabeled Praise,
Reflections, Behavior
Descriptions, Neutral
Talk

Labeled Praise,
Unlabeled Praise,
Reflections, Behavior
Descriptions, Direct
Commands, Indirect
Commands, Questions,
Criticism, and Only
Talk

Compliance to
Commands,
Appropriate Behavior,
Inappropriate
Behavior, Off-task,
On-task, Aggressive,
and Disruptive
Behaviors

35 prosocial and
disruptive behaviors
grouped into five
categories:
Cooperation with
Adults, Peer
Interactions,
Independent and SelfRegulating Behaviors,
Challenging Behaviors,
and Atypical Behaviors

None

DPICS,
REDSOCS,
Sutter-Eyberg Student
Behavior Inventory
(SESBI-R; Eyberg &
Pincus, 1999)

DPICS,
Training attendance
and completed
homework
assignments,
Teacher Satisfaction
Survey at the end of
each training phase
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Affiliation
Observations
(how long,
how many?)
Note: All
observations
coded in 10second
intervals
unless
otherwise
specified.

West Virginia
University
2 40-minute
observations pre- and
post-treatment for each
teacher and child.

Child Mind Institute
3 5-minute baseline
tasks; 5 2-minute
classroom
observations; and 5minute coding at the
onset of each treatment
session for each
teacher.
1-minute observations
for 5-6 randomly
selected children,
conducted weekly
30 minutes per
individual at onset of
CDI and TDI phases,
1 hour total

University of
Nebraska-Lincoln
10 minute observations
twice a week for each
teacher in 5-minute
segments,

DePaul University
8-10 minute
observations of each
teacher performed once
or twice a week in 2minute segments

15 minute observations
twice a week, in which
each child was
observed for 25 second
intervals with 5
seconds for recording

Amount of
Training

2 hour CDI workshop,
2 hour TDI workshop,
4 hours total

Amount of
Coaching
(per teacher)

7 hours average

CDI: 3-5 30 minute
sessions
TDI: 3-9 30 minute
sessions
4.5 hours average

CDI: 5 1-hour sessions
TDI: 4 1-hour sessions
9 hours average

Mastery or
Timedependent

Mastery – “Teacher
mastery for CDI
included 10 labeled
praises, 10 behavioral
descriptions, 10
reflective statements
and no more than three
total questions,
commands, or
criticisms during a
five-minute
observation period.
Mastery critera for PDI
included giving at least
4 commands, 75% of
which must be direct
and followed by the
correct behavior” (p.
225)
Group behavior
modification, in-vivo,
in classroom
feedback
progressive stages of
increasing numbers of
children until mastery
criteria achieved

Mastery – “Teachers
were
required to provide a
minimum of 10 of each
of the three CDI “Do”
skills, and three or
fewer CDI “Don’t”
behaviors” (p. 28).

Mastery – “CDI
mastery criteria in the
TCIT-PRE program
required teachers to
exhibit at least 10
labeled praises, 10
behavioral
descriptions, 10
reflective statements
(and no more than a
total of 3 questions,
commands, or
criticisms) with an
individual or small
group of children
during a five-minute
observation period” (p.
33).

Time-limited –
Mastery criteria
deemed “unclear” and
“impractical”
(Gershenson, p.273-4);
therefore skill level
assessed through
coding in first 5
minutes of coaching

Pull-out sessions with
trainer, teacher, and
an individual student in
training room,
in-vivo feedback

Group behavior
modification,
Progressive stages of 1
to 3 children in training
room with in- vivo
feedback. Teachers had
to reach mastery
criteria to advance to
TDI and graduate.

Group behavior
modification, in-vivo,
bug-in-the-ear

Coaching
elements

per individual
CDI: 3 2-hour sessions
TDI: 2 2-hour sessions
10 hours total
Twice weekly

Group format
CDI: 4 90-minute
workshops
TDI: 4 90-minute
workshops
1 graduation session
Weekly
13.5 hours total
Between 4-9 20 minute
sessions
1.37 average CDI
hours
.80 average TDI hours
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Affiliation
Time-out
procedure

Total Length
of
Intervention
Results

Limitations

West Virginia
University
“Thinking Chair”

One school year

Treatment teachers
utilized more praise
than control;
Treatment classrooms
reported less time-outs
than control;
No group differences
in teacher-reported
classroom
manageability;
No group differences
in observed teacher
criticisms;
No group differences
in observed child
behavior
Small sample size;
Possibility of cross
contamination between
treatment & control
classrooms;
Rural, Caucasian
sample limits
generalizability;
No demographic
information;
Limited behavioral
data;
Floor effects of child
maladaptive behaviors.

Child Mind Institute

University of
Nebraska-Lincoln
“Pause and Replay”

DePaul University

7-8 weeks (2
sessions/week)

Between 11 and 13
weeks

“Do” Skills increased;
“Don’t” Skills
decreased during CDI;
Effective Command
Sequences increased
during TDI;
Skills inconsistently
generalized to
classroom;
Child in-classroom
behaviors were
inconclusive

Teachers mastered
TCIT skills with
individual and small
groups, with skills
generalizing to the
classroom;
Children’s social and
behavioral competence
improved in classroom
and at home;
Many of the teachers
reported increased
efficacy and
satisfaction after
program’s completion

Moderate increases in
PRIDE Skills;
High teacher
satisfaction ratings

Group format possibly
insensitive to change;
Urban, ethnicallydiverse, and clinicallyreferred sample limits
generalizability;
Extensive resources
required for program
implementation;
Use of training room
may have limited skill
generalization to
classroom.

Resource demands;
Ratings collected from
primary teacher only;
Limited pre- and postcaregiver ratings.

Lack of demographic
information about
students;
Ranges of coaching
times;
Time intensive;
Staffing and attendance
difficulties.
No child observations.

“Contextually relevant
consequences” (e.g. “If
you don’t color on the
paper, coloring is
finished”)
Unreported

“Sit and Watch”

behavior of a group of students through training in behavior modification skills. In
contrast, these classroom-based adaptations of PCIT differ considerably in regard to
“number of children and teachers targeted, structure and extent of teacher training, [and]
skills measured” (Lyon, et al., 2009, p. 27). The amount of training ranged considerably,
with teachers receiving anywhere from 1 to 13.5 total hours of didactics. Coaching times
also varied between programs and, in some cases, between teachers. Teachers in
Madigan’s program were coached with one child, while other programs had teachers first
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master positive behavior skills with one child and then with successively larger groups of
children (Madigan, 2011; Campbell, 2011; Tiano & McNeil, 2006). Most of the
programs used mastery criteria, which then guaranteed positive results in skill sets
achieved. However, results from Madigan’s program indicated that when coaching was
performed in a training room only, skills did not generalize to the classroom (2011).
Conversely, coaching in the classroom environment appeared to allow application of new
skills in the natural setting. Results from Campbell’s program showed the strongest
effects, but also demanded the most time and human resources. DePaul’s program
differed from the other TCIT programs in several ways, the first being that the DePaul
model alone was designed as a universal prevention program, with the others used more
targeted interventions with problem children. Moreover, DePaul’s program did not have
a training room for coaching due to the limitations of the natural setting; as such, teachers
practiced their new skills with the entire class. More aligned with the PCIT protocol,
coaches provided feedback in-vivo via a bug-in-the-ear communication system.
Adapting mastery criteria that were realistic for the teacher to achieve with an entire
classroom proved difficult; therefore it was not used. Instead, the coach coded a teacher’s
behavior for the first five minutes of coaching in order to identify areas to highlight in the
session. Lastly, DePaul did not collect observational data on children in order to
associate the changes in teacher behavior with improvements in child behavior.
Purpose of the Present Study
The primary objective of this study was to assess the effectiveness of TeacherChild Interaction Training (TCIT) in a public preschool setting in a rural area. TCIT is
designed to increase teacher behavior management skills in an effort to improve
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children’s social and behavioral competence. The current study employed the DePaul
model of TCIT to replicate and expand on the procedures outlined in Gershenson, et al.
(2010) and Lyon, et al. (2009). Previous implementations of the DePaul program utilized
teacher’s ratings of child behavior on clinical scales in order to document child behavior
change (e.g. Budd, Legato, & Watkin, 2012). In the present study teacher ratings as well
as direct observation of child behavior were employed to examine if children reduced
behavior problems and increased classroom engagement as a result of teachers’ increased
use of behavior management skills. A randomized schedule of observations was
implemented to capture a representative sample of both teacher and child behaviors.
By demonstrating TCIT’s effectiveness for increasing social and behavioral
competence in preschool children, the current study builds on previous empirical support
for the DePaul model of TCIT. It also offers support for a school-based model of PCIT
that can be used in conjunction with traditional PCIT in order to provide a multi-systemic
approach to increase effectiveness with children.
Hypotheses. This study examined data collected from the Spring semester, 2011,
in order to evaluate the effects of a TCIT program in two preschool classrooms. Upon
implementation of the DePaul model of TCIT, the following outcomes are expected:
1. Teacher behavior will change as a result of the intervention. We expected that
teachers would increase PRIDE skills, including Labeled Praise, Unlabeled
Praise, Reflections and Behavior Descriptions, during the CDI phase and remain
above baseline levels during TDI. We also expected that teachers would reduce
“Avoid” behaviors, including criticisms (Negative Talk), commands, and
questions. We expected all “Avoid” behaviors to decrease during CDI, that
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criticisms and questions would remain low during TDI, and that commands would
increase slightly during TDI, as a result of the focus on effective command
sequences during that phase.
2. Child behavior would change as a result of the intervention. Children would
decrease Disruptive Behavior during both CDI and TDI, including destructive,
aggressive, and yelling behaviors. We expected that children would increase
classroom engagement, defined as Answers to Questions and Compliance to
Commands. We anticipated that children’s rate of answering questions would
increase during both CDI and TDI, and that children’s observed compliance
would increase during TDI, as a result of focus on effective command sequences.
3. Teachers will report child behavior change on a clinical rating measure. Using
the Devereux Early Childhood Assessment (DECA), we expected teachers’
ratings of child behavior would change over the course of the intervention in two
ways. Teachers’ ratings on Initiative, Self-Control and Attachment subscales
would reflect an increase in children’s initiative, self-control, and attachment over
the three phases of the intervention. Teachers’ ratings of Total Protective Factors,
essentially a sum of these subscales, would also increase significantly. Teachers’
ratings on the Behavioral Concerns scale would decrease significantly from
baseline to post-intervention.
4. Teachers’ ratings of child behavior will correlate with observational data. We
expected teachers’ ratings of Behavioral Concerns on the DECA would positively
correlate with combined behavioral observations of child disruptive behavior (i.e.
destructive, aggressive, and yelling behaviors). Conversely, we expected
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teachers’ ratings of Total Protective Factors on the DECA would positively
correlate with measures of engagement (compliance to commands and answers to
questions).
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Section 2: Method
Participants
This research was conducted in a public elementary school in rural Virginia from
January to May of 2011. Seventy-seven percent of children enrolled in the elementary
school qualified for free or reduced-cost lunch. Two preschool classrooms were selected
by the school principal to participate in the intervention. “Class A” was a general
education preschool classroom, and “Class B” was a HeadStart classroom. Five teachers
and instructional assistants (three in Class A, two in Class B) participated in the
intervention. All five teachers and assistants were Caucasian females. Each class had
18-20 students, ranging in age from three to five years old. In Class A there were 10
males and 9 females, with a mean age of 4.9. Class B consisted of 12 males and 8
females, with a mean age of 5.0.
A unique aspect of the study was the composition of ethnic backgrounds in the
classroom. English was the second language for over 75% of the students, with Spanish
being the primary language spoken. Fifteen of nineteen children in Class A and fifteen of
twenty children in class B were raised with English as their second language. Class B
had five different primary languages spoken by the children, including Spanish, English,
Arabic, Eritrean, and a Kurdish dialect.
Consistent with the approved JMU IRB protocol for consent procedures, a letter
was sent home to caregivers describing the purpose and procedures of the study and
offering an opportunity to opt out if they did not want their child to participate. The letter
was also translated into Spanish. IRB submission materials as well as consents are
included in Appendix A. In addition, the classroom teacher was required to make a
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follow-up personal contact to confirm that the parent had reviewed the letter and agreed
to the participation of the child. As appropriate, an interpreter assisted the teacher in this
personal communication. In order to protect their confidentiality, both teachers and
students were assigned random numbers for identification and data sheets noted only the
randomized descriptor.
Nominated children. At the onset of the study, teachers in each classroom
identified five children who presented particular challenge within the classroom. Since
the problem behaviors selected for observation tend to occur at a low frequency in the
general classroom population (e.g. Tiano & McNeil, 2006), these children were targeted
in particular to offer more clarity on the effectiveness of the intervention. That is,
observers collected more frequent observations on nominated children.
The children’s scores on teacher-rated clinical scales (DECA) corroborated the
identified children’s demonstration of more problem behaviors than other students in the
class. In both classes, the five children who were nominated had the five highest scores
on the Behavioral Concerns subscale of the DECA, based on averaged teachers’ ratings.
However, one of the children in Class A moved away a week into the study and another
child was nominated who was among the next highest by the teachers’ ratings. Generally
speaking, averaged teacher ratings were utilized to take into account the opinions of all of
the teachers in the classroom for identifying challenging children.
Setting
Each classroom was approximately 50 square meters in size, with six or seven
“centers” sectioned off by small bookshelves housing various activities and toys. Both
classrooms had a designated area for “Circle Group,” as well as a computer station with
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two computers. Each morning, the class schedule began with “Circle Group,” in which
the class settled, sang a song in greeting and the teacher read a book which corresponded
to the lesson of the day. Next was “Center Time,” in which the students were allowed to
play freely in the station of their choosing, with items such as building blocks, computer
games, picture books, or dress-up clothes. During this time it was also common for
teachers to offer a specific activity, such as an art project, or perform assessments with
individual children. Last was “Clean Up,” in which the children bustled around and
teachers gave commands to put everything back in order.
Dependent Variables
Behavioral Observations. Nine teacher behaviors and nine child behaviors were
selected from those listed in the Dyadic Parent-Child Interaction Coding System - Third
Edition (DPICS 3rd Ed., Eyberg, et al., 2006) and the Revised Edition of the School
Observation Coding System (REDSOCS, Ginn, et al., 2009), based on their relevance to
Table 3
Teacher behaviors recorded
TEACHER BEHAVIORS
Negative Talk (NTA)

Direct Command (DC)
Indirect Command (IC)
Labeled Praise (LP)
Unlabeled Praise (UP)
Question (QU)

Reflective Statement (RF)

Behavioral Description
(BD)
Positive Touch (PTO)

a verbal expression of disapproval of the child or the child's attributes, activities,
products, or choices. Negative talk also includes sassy, sarcastic, rude, or impudent
speech.
a declarative statement that contains an order or direction for a vocal or motor behavior
to be performed and indicates that the child is to perform this behavior.
a suggestion for a vocal or motor behavior to be performed that is implied or stated in
question form.
a positive evaluation of a specific behavior, activity, or product of the child.
a positive evaluation of the child, an attribute of the child, or a nonspecific activity,
behavior, or product of the child.
a verbal inquiry that is distinguishable from a declarative statement by having a rising
inflection at the end and/or by having the sentence structure of a question. Questions
request an answer but do not suggest that a behavior is to be performed by the child.
a declarative phrase or statement that has the same meaning as a preceding child
verbalization. The reflection may paraphrase or elaborate on the child’s verbalization
but may not change the meaning of the child’s statement or interpret unstated ideas.
a non-evaluative, declarative sentence or phrase in which the subject is the other person
and the verb describes that person's ongoing or immediately completed (< 5 sec.)
observable verbal or nonverbal behavior.
any intentional positive physical contact between teacher and child.
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Table 4.
Child behaviors recorded
CHILD BEHAVIORS
Yelling (Y)

Destructive Behavior (D)

Aggressive Behavior (A)
Compliance (CO)
Noncompliance (NC)

No Opportunity for
Compliance (NOC)
Answer to Questions (AN)
No Answer to Questions
(NA)
No Opportunity to
Answer (NOA)

Loud screeching, screaming, or shouting. The sound must be loud enough so that it is
clearly above the intensity of normal indoor conversation. Yelling or loud voices are not
coded as inappropriate during outdoor activities.
A behavior during which the child damages or destroys an object or threatens to damage
an object (verbally). Do not code destructiveness if it is appropriate within the context
of the play situation (i.e., ramming cars in a car crash).
Includes fighting, kicking, slapping, hitting, pushing, shoving, grabbing an object
roughly from another person, or threatening (verbally) to do any of the preceding.
Occurs when the child performs, begins to perform, or attempts to perform a behavior
requested by the teacher within the 5-second interval following the command.
Coded following a Direct or Indirect Command given by the teacher when the child
does not perform, attempt to perform, or stops attempting to perform the requested
behavior within the 5-second interval following the command.
Coded when the child is not given an adequate chance to comply with a command.
A verbal or nonverbal response to a question that provides or attempts to provide the
information requested in the question.
Occurs when the child does not attempt to provide the information requested in the
question.
Coded when the child does not have an adequate chance to provide the information
requested by a teacher in a question.

the intervention and intended outcomes (i.e. behaviors intended to increase or decrease).
These behaviors are defined in Tables 3 and 4.
Teacher and child behaviors were observed and recorded by a team of eight
undergraduate and graduate psychology students. The observers were trained
in the DPICS (3rd Edition) and REDSOCS coding systems. Over the course of a
semester, observers participated in weekly didactic meetings that consisted of reviewing
the DPICS-III manual in detail, practicing coding from role-plays and videos, and
completing weekly homework assignments and quizzes from the DPICS-III workbook.
Additionally, the observers visited the classroom several times prior to the onset of the
study so that the children habituated to their presence. Once in the classroom, the
observers did not interact with teachers or students, but rather recorded their observations
while interfering as little as possible in classroom activities.
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Observational data were collected on four mornings of the week from 9:50am to
11:10 am (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday). Two observers in each classroom
recorded two-minute samples of teacher and child behaviors in 10-second intervals. The
intervals were signaled by a voice recording which played on observers’ iPods through
ear buds. Teachers and challenged children were observed four times during the
observation period each day. Observations of the remaining children were split over the
course of two days and
observed twice on the given
day.
The schedule of
observations was
randomized and reconfigured
into four schedules, which
rotated daily. A sample of
one of the four daily
schedules is provided in
Figure 1. One quarter of the
observations collected were

Observation Observer A Observer B Observer C Observer D
#
Class A
Class A
Class B
Class B
1
011 529*
031 981*
102 743*
141 681*
2
103 579*
011 529*
202 754*
102 743*
3
013 628
053 989*
031 248
182 653*
4
031 023
161 220*
013 294*
013 294*
5
052 782
052 782
081 764
081 764
6
031 981*
031 981*
141 681*
141 681*
7
102 525
102 525
270 177
270 177
8
031 023
031 023
013 294*
013 294*
9
101 181
031 023
181 141
202 754*
10
181 675
103 579*
201 948
201 948
11
053 989*
181 675
182 653*
270 177
12
103 579*
102 525
202 754*
031 248
13
161 220*
013 628
051 856
202 754*
14
051 095
103 579*
012 925
012 925
15
161 220*
161 220*
270 177
191 639
16
102 525
106 038
141 681*
181 141
17
031 981*
101 181
182 653*
182 653*
18
053 989*
053 989*
191 639
051 856
19
261 575
261 575
261 807
261 807
20
011 529*
011 529*
102 743*
102 743*
21
101 181
101 181
181 141
181 141
22
106 038
051 095
Teacher
6
6
4
4
Nominated
10
10
10
10
Un6
6
7
7
nominated
Figure 1. Sample Randomized Observation Schedule.
Notes: Shaded = reliability observations; * = nominated children.

coordinated to provide interobserver reliability. These observations are shaded in Figure 1. During observations
collected for reliability purposes the observers utilized a splitter to plug their headsets
into the same iPod, ensuring observations were recorded during the same interval. The
length of the headsets cords allowed observers to stand at least one meter apart, unable to
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view each other’s records. Observers collected data on specific days based on course
schedule and rotated classrooms weekly, with each observer rotating from Observer A to
B, then B to C, etc. A two-week schedule sample is provided in Figure 2. Observers
arrived in the classroom 15 minutes early to prepare the coding sheets and put them in the
order of the randomized schedule.
March

14

Schedule 1

March

A 081
B 031
C 112
D 131
21 Schedule 1

15

Schedule 2

A 031
B 131
C 113
D 112
22

16

Schedule 3

A 112
B 081
C 191
D 111
23 Schedule 2

18

Schedule 4

A Field trip
B Field trip
C 112
D 111
25 Schedule 3

A 131
OFF
A 191
A 081
B 081
B 112
B 111
C 031
C 081
C 113
D 112
D 191
Figure 2. Sample schedule with rotating observers. Three digit codes correspond to the
observers’ names, with A-D referring to a set of observations taken in each classroom.

Creating a randomized schedule. Developing a system of observation for
obtaining a random sample of teacher and child behaviors was a challenge of the current
study. Randomized observational data schedules needed to account for more frequent
observations of teachers and nominated children while adequately sampling all of the
other children in the class. The following describes a method of collecting behavioral
data in a way that is both randomized and systematic, providing for multiple observations
of selected persons as well as the calculation of inter-observer reliability.
First, the number of possible observations accommodated in time provided was
calculated depending on the length of the desired observation interval (in our case, two
minutes) and the length of the observation period (80 minutes). Our schedule also
included a 30-second buffer period between intervals to allow observers to locate the next
participant and re-position themselves in closer proximity. Although our observers
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needed the full 30 seconds at the outset of the study, by the end they only needed 10
seconds to reorient themselves. Once the total number of possible observations is
calculated, determine if all participants will be observed the same number of times or if
some will be observed more

Un-nominated Peers

Nominated

Teachers

# Obs
needed

Random
#

Class A
Codes

Random
#

Class B
Codes

1-2

101 181

1-2

181 141

4
4

3-4

102 525

3-4

270 177

4

5-6

031 023

4
4

7-8
9-10

011 529*
031 981*

5-6
7-8

013 294*
102 743*

4
4

11-12
13-14

053 989*
103 579*

9-10
11-12

141 681*
182 653*

4

15-16

161 220*

13-14

202 754*

2

17

013 628

15

011 803

2

18

051 095

16

012 925

2

19

052 782

17

021 451

2

20

071 102

18

031 248

2

21

102 252

19

041 647

2

22

104 863

20

051 856

2

23

105 010

21

081 764

2

24

106 038

22

101 775

2

25

131 127

23

111 839

2

26

181 675

24

131 551

2

27

261 575

25

151 820

26

181 138

27

191 639

28

201 948

frequently.
Next, a key (Figure 3)
linked each participant with x

29
261 807
Figure 3. Key for creating a randomized schedule.
Bolded numbers indicate teachers, * indicate nominated children.

number of sequential numbers,
with x being half the number of
desired observations (since
participants were observed by
two observers). A Random
Number Generator (such as that
found on Randomizer.org;
Urbaniak & Plous, 2014)
developed a sequence of
observations for Observer A.
Using the key, the participants
were listed on a blank schedule

as they correspond to the RNG’s sequence (Figure 4).
Depending on the portion of observations that were inter-rater to test reliability,
the RNG was used to choose numbers from the total number of observations to be the
beginning of reliability segments. We found that clustering the reliability observations
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was more efficient and that dividing them into two separate clusters allowed us to
calculate reliability at different points of the observation
Obs #

period. In our example, the RNG provided the numbers 5
and 19; therefore observations 5-7 and 19-21 were indicated
as reliability sections on the schedule (Figure 4). The
reliability codes were copied to Observer B and the RNG
was again used to create another order of observations for
Observer B’s schedule, removing the codes that were used
for inter-observer reliability assessments. For the second
class, the class’ codes were organized in the same sequence
developed by the RNG for the first class. For this study, we
also developed four three-person schedules to accommodate
an observer’s absence. With three observers, the third

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Observer A
Class A

Observer B
Class A

104 863
102 525
103 579*
131 127
031 981*
103 579*
105 010
053 989*
011 529*
101 181
161 220*
031 023

031 981*
103 579*
105 010

071 102
031 981*
053 989*
031 023
011 529*
101 181
161 220*
102 252
102 525

161 220*
102 252
102 525

101 027

Figure 4. Filling in a schedule/
developing reliability observations

“swing” observer was scheduled half-time in each class.
Interobserver Reliability. To assess interobserver reliability (IOR), Cohen’s
Kappa (Cohen, 1988) was calculated for teacher and child behaviors. Kappa is computed
by calculating the percentage of agreement between two raters and then subtracting the
total probability that each rater would make a certain rating (thus correcting for chance).
The difference is then divided by one minus the chance probability. Kappa is a measure
of inter-rater agreement for categorical items (i.e. whether or not a behavior occurred in
an interval). Kappa was chosen as opposed to percent agreement because Kappa corrects
for chance agreement among two observers and allows for use with several categories
(Bryington, Palmer, & Watkins, 2004; as cited in Lyon, et al., 2009). Kappa is
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considered more stringent than other measures of reliability, such as percent agreement
(Kazdin, 2011), therefore value categories describing other forms of reliability may not
be appropriate. According to standards set forth by Landis and Koch, kappa values
between .41 and .60 are considered moderate, between .61 and .80 are substantial, and
above .81 are almost perfect (Lyon, et al., 2009).
Kappa was calculated for each of the teacher and child behaviors described above
(i.e. Tables 5 and 6). Unlike other studies, in which Kappa might be calculated
throughout the course of the intervention in order to monitor levels and provide
additional training if necessary, we were unable to calculate Kappa during the course of
Table 5
Interobserver Reliability for Teacher and Child Behaviors
Teacher Behaviors

Kappa

Child Behaviors

Kappa

Labeled Praise (LP)

.556

Direct Command with Compliance (DC-CO)

.478

Unlabeled Praise (UP)

.471

Behavior Description (BD)

.365

Reflection (RF)

.416

Positive Touch (PTO)

.425

Direct Command with Compliance
(DC-CO)
Direct Command with Noncompliance
(DC-NC)
Direct Command with No Opportunity to
Comply (DC-NOC)
Indirect Command with Compliance
(IC-CO)
Indirect Command with Noncompliance
(IC-NC)
Indirect Command with No Opportunity to
Comply (IC-NOC)

.429

Direct Command with Noncompliance
(DC-NC)
Direct Command with No Opportunity to
Comply (DC-NOC)
Indirect Command with Compliance (IC-CO)
Indirect Command with Noncompliance
(IC-NC)
Indirect Command with No Opportunity to
Comply (IC-NOC)

.420
.372
.512
.545
.143

.349

Question with Answer (QU-AN)

.540

.323

Question with No Answer (QU-NA)

.456

.358

Question with No Opportunity to Answer
(QU-NOA)

.327

.205

Destruction (D)

.500

.050

Aggression (A)

.474

Negative Talk (NTA)

.593

Yelling (Y)

.537

Question with Answer (QU-AN)

.573

Question with No Answer (QU-NA)

.210

Question with No Opportunity to Answer
(QU-NOA)

.267

Mean

.373

Mean

.442
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the study. Due to the low reliability acquired for some

Table 6.
Collapsed Behaviors

behaviors, several behaviors were collapsed to

Teacher

Kappa

Commands
Questions
PRIDE Skills
(LP,UP,RF,BD)

.518
.597

Child

Kappa

increase confidence in behaviors observed. These
behaviors are listed in Table 6. For teacher behaviors,
Direct Commands and Indirect Commands were
collapsed into “Commands.” Questions, regardless of

Compliance to
Commands
Noncompliance to
Commands
Disruptive Behaviors

.533

.546
.518
.528

child response, were collapsed into “Questions.” The
four behaviors that were taught to teachers in order to increase positive attention (Labeled
Praise, Unlabeled Praise, Behavior Description, and Reflection) were collapsed into
“PRIDE Skills.” For child behaviors, compliance to either Direct or Indirect Commands
was collapsed into “Compliance,” and noncompliance to either type of command as
“Noncompliance.” The three problem behaviors, Aggression, Destruction, and Yelling,
were collapsed into “Disruptive Behaviors.” In general, interobserver agreement for the
study can be considered moderate.
Data Analysis. Parsonson (2003) outlined several criteria for visual analysis of
graphical data, based on his collaborative work with Donald Baer (e.g. Parsonson &
Baer, 1978, Parsonson, 2003). These include (1) changes in trend within and between
conditions, (2) changes in level within and between conditions, (3) changes in variability
or stability of the data path within and between conditions, (4) patterns, cycles, or
sequences in the data within and between conditions, (5) range and overlap of data points
between conditions, and (6) sufficient number of data points per condition to demonstrate
trend, stability, etc. Behavioral data were examined graphically using these criteria for
visual inspection.
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Each day, each rater entered their observational data (3-4 raters, 22-26
observations per day). Using separate databases for child and teacher data, each database
was designed with the names of each behavior atop each column, with each row holding
a separate observation. The total percentage of intervals in which a behavior was
observed was calculated for each behavior each day, and displayed graphically with
percentages on the y-axis, and day on the x-axis.
Teacher Ratings of Child Behavior. To assess children’s social and behavioral
competence, teachers and assistants completed the Devereux Early Childhood
Assessment (DECA) for each child in their respective classrooms at four time points
during the study, each one month apart. Grounded in resilience theory, the DECA is a
standardized, norm-referenced behavior rating scale designed to evaluate protective
factors within the child, which are thought to contribute to child resiliency, as well as
problem behaviors sometimes seen in preschool children, ranging from ages two to five
(LeBuffe & Naglieri, 1999c). LeBuffe and Naglieri conceptualized protective factors as
descriptions provided by a focus group of teachers and parents about the qualities of
children “who were likely to do well,” or “who were doing well” (1999b). Through
factor analysis, these qualities were eventually defined as Initiative, Self-Control, and
Attachment.
Some of the DECA’s primary objectives are to assist in identifying strengths and
comparative weaknesses in a child, and to develop programs that support socio-emotional
development and growth (LeBuffe & Naglieri, 1999b). It has also been supported for use
as an outcome measure. The DECA is used in many early childhood development
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programs, including Head Start, in order to evaluate and enhance programming (Chain,
Dopp, Smith, Woodland & LeBuffe, 2010).
The DECA consists of 37 items in total; 27 of these items are designed to assess
within-child protective factors, and the remaining ten items evaluate challenging or
problem behaviors that are sometimes observed in preschool children (LeBuffe &
Naglieri, 1999c). Within-child protective factors are measured on three scales capturing
the factors previously described (Initiative, Self-Control, and Attachment) and a total
scale that indicates the overall degree of the child’s protective factors (Total Protective
Factors). Problem or challenging behaviors are measured on the Behavioral Concerns
Scale. Sample items from the DECA include “During the past four weeks, how often did
the child… control his/her anger? … show patience? … get easily distracted?”
Standardized T-scores gauge a child’s level of risk or resilience, as compared to a
standardization sample of 3,061 children, which was representative of the United States
population in terms of demographic characteristics at the time of standardization.
The DECA can be completed by a child’s caregiver and/or a teacher, with the
qualification that they have sufficient exposure to the child over the preceding four
weeks, operationalized as two or more hours a day at least two days per week (LeBuffe &
Naglieri, 1999b). Parent and teacher internal reliabilities have been calculated separately
and, in general, coefficients for teachers’ ratings tended to be higher than parents’,
suggesting higher consistency of ratings. Only teacher’s reliability coefficients will be
reported here.
Internal consistency of the subscales, as demonstrated by Cronbach’s alphas,
ranged from .80 (for Behavior Concerns), to a high and appropriate .90 (for Self-Control
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and Initiative). The teachers’ internal consistency for Total Protective Factors subscale
was also high (α=.94). Test-retest reliability of subscales (with a 24-72 hour interval
between tests) ranged from .60 (for Behavior Concerns) to .91 (for Self-Control and
Initiative). Total Protective Factors was again .94. Inter-rater reliabilities were
significant for each of the subscales and ranged from .57-.77. Total Protective Factors
was calculated at .69.
The DECA’s validity has been investigated through a series of studies. First,
DECA’s criterion-related validity was established through the DECA’s ability to
discriminate between groups of children with or without behavioral or emotional
problems, as well as predict group membership for individuals (LeBuffe & Naglieri,
1999b). In another study, the DECA demonstrated its validity for use with minority
populations, as scores did not differ based on minority status (LeBuffe & Naglieri,
1999b). Construct validity was established by comparing the DECA with other measures
of risk and resilience. Overall, strong evidence of validity and reliability support the
DECA’s use for measuring protective and risk factors in preschool children ((LeBuffe &
Naglieri, 1999b)).
Research Design
The present study employed a concurrent multiple baseline design across
classrooms to evaluate teachers’ acquisition of TCIT skills and children’s changes in
social and behavioral competence. This design illustrates the effects of an intervention
by demonstrating that behavior changes are concurrent with the introduction of the
intervention (Kazdin, 2011). In this way, by collecting baseline data before the
intervention is introduced, and comparing it with data from the experimental phase, the
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participant can act as its own control (Barlow, Nock, & Hersen, 2009). A multiplebaseline design has the added advantage of accounting for history effects, which are
difficult to rule out in other designs such as randomized control trials (Barlow, et al.,
2009). By staggering the introduction of the intervention sequentially across participants,
the extended baseline phase of one participant group can be compared with the
intervention phase of another participant group at the same point in time. In the current
study, the multiple baseline design was implemented with four weeks of baseline data
collected before Class A received the intervention. Class B received the intervention the
following month, for a total baseline of eight weeks. The second phase of the
intervention was introduced four weeks later, and extended for four weeks.
Training. The primary teacher and assistant(s) attended two three-hour
workshops: the first about Child-directed Interaction (CDI) and the second about
Teacher-directed Interaction (TDI). These workshops were conducted by two licensed
psychologists, one of whom is the developer of the current TCIT model. In Lyon, et al.’s
(2009) study, teachers participated in nine workshops total, with each 90 minute
workshop offered weekly. In the current study, teachers’ schedules were open for
training just one day a month. As such, we adapted the TCIT protocol so that it was
delivered in two 3-hour sessions, offered one month apart, and combined with 30-minute
weekly consultations with the teachers to highlight target behaviors.
The CDI phase began with a workshop, which included introductions and an
overview of TCIT. Each teacher received a binder with training materials, including
practice worksheets. Teachers were asked to share their experiences with disruptive
classroom behaviors and to reflect on what works to manage difficult behavior and what
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does not. Then the rationale and goals of CDI and PRIDE skills were explained and
discussed. Teachers watched videos modeling CDI and practiced coding the behaviors.
The session concluded with a homework assignment related to new concepts and skills
(see Appendix B for complete workshop materials). Finally, coaching was introduced
and scheduled for the following weeks. Each week that followed, the teachers attended
weekly consultation with the coach, a licensed clinical psychologist, for 30 minutes the
morning before coaching sessions to review concepts, give and receive feedback, and
select a target behavior for the sessions.
The TDI workshop marked the initiation of the TDI phase. Teachers reviewed
and completed evaluations on the CDI phase. Each teaching team reflected on coaching,
the development of their PRIDE skills, and perceived changes in the classroom. TDI
skills such as giving effective command sequences and the timeout procedure “Sit and
Watch” were introduced, with general guidelines for implementation. “Sit and Watch” is
a variant of timeout for which the teachers jointly determined the procedures and the
behaviors for which it is to be implemented (for history and full description see
Gershenson, et al., 2009). Teachers then role-played new concepts and skills. Again,
facilitators assigned homework and coaching was scheduled for the following weeks.
Weekly consultation continued with more detailed instructions on carrying out TDI
procedures.
A graduation session took place the final week of the program, in which the
teachers were thanked for their participation and given an evaluation form. This form
allowed teachers to provide feedback about their experiences of the program, including
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how useful they found the skills to be, and how much the program helped them with
classroom management.
Coaching. In-class coaching began the week following the CDI workshop and
continued until the termination of the study. Coaching was conducted by a licensed
clinical psychologist with over 30 years’ experience in parent and teacher training and
consultation. Each coaching session lasted approximately 20 minutes for each teacher,
two days a week, for 10-14 weeks (depending on the class). Each teacher received
between five and eight total hours of direct coaching. For an overview of total training
and coaching characteristics in each classroom, see Table 7.
Coaching occurred during class time using “bug-in-the-ear” technology to provide
in vivo feedback to teachers. Depending on the nature of the classroom activities, the
coach was sometimes located close to the teacher and other times at the far end of the
room, so as to not draw attention to himself. The coaching format included five minutes
of observation, 10 minutes of coaching, and 5 minutes of feedback, if the teacher was
available. Generally, coaching served to reinforce skills used and provide additional
prompts when appropriate. A full description of coaching materials can be found in
Appendix C.
Similar to the experiences of other TCIT studies (e.g. Lyon, et al., 2009; Madigan,
2011), verbal feedback often overlapped with teachers’ activities, and teachers took time
Table 7
Total Training and Coaching Received by Teachers (in Hours)
Modality
Class A (n=3)
Training Total
16.5
Workshop
6
Meetings
10.5
Coaching Total
16.5
Per Teacher
5.5

Class B (n=2)
10.5
6
4.5
16
8
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to adapt to receiving the feedback while also delivering a lesson or interacting with
students. If teachers were engaged in activities in which coaching would interfere, the
coach relied less on immediate feedback and would provide feedback following the
coaching period.
Social Validity
In order to assess their satisfaction with the training program, teachers completed
evaluation forms at several points throughout the intervention phases. Evaluations were
completed anonymously at the end of each phase (CDI, TDI, and coaching). These forms
contained seven statements with ratings scales (4=strongly agree; 3= somewhat agree;
2=no opinion; 1=somewhat disagree; 0=strongly disagree) about the intervention’s
perceived effects on the teachers’ skills, their ability to provide effective discipline
practices, and the overall usefulness of the program. In addition, each evaluation offered
areas for open-ended feedback about the best aspects of the sessions, the aspects that
need improvement, and any other comments or reactions to the program.

Section 3: Results
Visual Inspection
A graph depicts changes in behavior for each teacher and child behavior, as
captured by observational coding. Consistent with the IRB protocol, results are reported
in the aggregate, so as to protect the identities of the participants. For most behaviors,
data are presented by the percentage of 10-second intervals in which the behavior
occurred. For example, all teachers’ Labeled Praise from a classroom was summed and
averaged across the number of intervals in which they were observed. Other behaviors
were calculated according to the percentage of opportunities to which participants had an
opportunity to respond. For example, Answers to Questions was calculated as the
percentage of questions to which a child provided an answer, within the intervals
observed on a given day.
Teacher Behavior. This section includes a number of figures that focus on the
teachers’ acquisition and avoidance of certain behaviors and skills. As described above,
teachers were observed performing nine behaviors at the onset of the study. Following
reliability analyses, seven behaviors had adequate kappas for moderately reliable visual
analysis: PRIDE skills, Labeled Praise, Unlabeled Praise, Reflections, Commands,
Questions, and Negative Talk. The kappa value for Behavior Descriptions was below the
moderate range, but graphical data are displayed with the caveat that the data may not be
highly reliable.
Teachers’ PRIDE skills acquisition. Since both classrooms were already
positive learning environments, there was already a degree of positive attention skills
demonstrated by teachers during the baseline phases of the study (Figure 5). In the
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baseline condition, use of PRIDE Skills occurred in an average of 11% of intervals in
both classrooms. Teachers demonstrated increased rates of positive attention skills in
each classroom. During CDI, teachers in Class A used PRIDE Skills an average of 20%
of intervals, with Class B averaging 24% of intervals. These levels were maintained in
TDI, with Class A performing PRIDE Skills in slightly less than 20% on average, and
Class B performing PRIDE Skills in an average of 25% of the intervals.

Figure 5. Daily rates of PRIDE skills.
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Figure 6. Mean rate of PRIDE Skills per condition.

In addition, data collected at 8-month follow-up suggest that teachers maintained
levels of PRIDE skills comparable to or higher than those at the cessation of this study
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Teachers’ use of PRIDE skills, 8-month follow up data.

Each individual PRIDE Skill was also evaluated to examine levels of each
behavior throughout the intervention. In the baseline condition for both classrooms,
teachers provided Labeled Praise in less than 2% of the intervals, on average. In Class A,
teachers’ use of Labeled Praise increased dramatically in the beginning of the CDI phase,
then decreased moderately, averaging 3% of intervals during the CDI phase. Labeled
Praise then leveled off for the remainder of the study at levels above the baseline,
occurring in 4% of intervals on average during TDI. Throughout CDI, Class B teachers
increased their use of Labeled Praise and kept high levels throughout TDI, although its
use increased in variability across the study. Teachers in Class B averaged 9% of
intervals with Labeled Praises throughout both CDI and TDI conditions.
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Figure 8. Daily rates of Labeled Praise.

Figure 9. Mean rate of Labeled Praise per condition.
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Since teachers in both classrooms were generally positive, both classrooms’ use
of Unlabeled Praise started higher than other PRIDE behaviors, occurring at an average
of 5% of intervals during the baseline phase (Figure 10). In Class A, use of Unlabeled
Praise did not vary greatly and the trend was decreasing across baseline. Class A
teachers increased their use of Unlabeled Praise during CDI, averaging 7% of intervals,
although its use was more variable. Levels again increased further during TDI, with
Class A performing Unlabeled Praise in an average of 8% of intervals. With the
exception of one outlier, Class B showed a stable, though variable, rate of Unlabeled
Praise use throughout baseline, increased its use throughout CDI to an average of 9%,
and increased further during TDI with an average of 10% of intervals.
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Figure 10. Daily rates of Unlabeled Praise.

Figure 11. Mean rate of Unlabeled Praise per condition.
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In Class A’s baseline, teachers’ use of Reflections was variable, with a slight
upward trend. On average, Class A teachers gave Reflections 5% of intervals during
baseline. In CDI, Reflections sharply spiked, and then appeared to decrease, with an
average of 8% of intervals. During TDI, teachers’ use of Reflections varied widely, but
generally occurred at a higher level than baseline, maintaining the 8% average rate
throughout TDI. In Class B, use of Reflections remained low throughout baseline (4% of
intervals on average) and remained at similar levels throughout CDI, but with more
variability (5% average). Class B teachers increased their rate of Reflections during TDI,
meeting Class A’s rate of 8%, although its use continued to vary.

Figure 12. Daily rates of Reflections.
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Figure 13. Mean rate of Reflections per condition.

Behavior Descriptions was the one behavior whose kappa did not reach the
acceptable range; therefore the following data should be evaluated with caution. With
few exceptions, Behavior Descriptions remained consistently low throughout baseline
conditions in both classes (around 1% of intervals). Teachers in both classes increased
their use of Behavior Descriptions during CDI (4-5%), and then levels appear to taper off
in TDI, with levels of Behavior Descriptions ending at a higher level than baseline (34%).
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Figure 14. Daily rates of Behavior Descriptions.

Figure 15. Mean rates of Behavior Descriptions per condition.
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Overall, teachers increased their use of PRIDE Skills in accordance with the
introduction of the intervention and maintained levels above baseline.
“Avoid” Skills. Both classrooms demonstrated decreases in their performance of
behaviors that TCIT encourages teachers to avoid: Negative Talk, Commands, and
Questions.
Teachers in Class A already demonstrated low levels of Negative Talk during the
baseline of the study (Figures 16 & 17), with average of 2% of intervals. During
intervention phases the behavior appears to decrease further. With the exception of one
day, teachers in Class A reduced their frequency of Negative Talk throughout the
intervention phases, averaging 1% of intervals in both CDI and TDI. Class B started with
higher levels of Negative Talk than Class A during the baseline phase, with more
variability in its use (5% of intervals on average). Over the intervention phases, the use
of Negative Talk decreased and became less variable, with teachers using Negative Talk
an average of 4% of intervals in CDI, and 3% in TDI.
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Figure 16. Daily rates of Negative Talk.

Figure 17. Mean rates of Negative Talk per condition.
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Although more variable in Class B than Class A, teachers’ use of Commands
(Figures 18 & 19) stayed at a relatively consistent level throughout the baseline phases in
both classrooms (25-26% of intervals on average). The level of Commands decreased
during CDI phases in each classroom (14% for Class A and 16% for Class B), and
increased slightly through TDI but remained lower than baseline (average 15% for Class
A and 19% for Class B).

Figure 18. Daily rates of Commands.
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Figure 19. Mean rate of Commands per condition.

Teachers’ use of Questions also decreased over the course of the intervention
(Figures 20 & 21). In Class A, the percentage of intervals in which teachers asked
Questions has an upward trend during baseline, averaging 20% of intervals. Questions
then show a level decrease in CDI (to 15% on average), and further decrease with one
exception during TDI (to 14% average). In Class B, there is a relatively stable level of
Questions in baseline, averaging 17% of intervals. Questions decreased to 9% of
intervals on average during CDI, and continue to decrease in TDI before showing an
upward trend near the end of the condition. Questions occurred in an average of 10% of
intervals during TDI.
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Figure 20. Daily rates of Questions.

Figure 21. Mean rate of Questions per condition.
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Child Behavior. This section includes figures that focus on the children’s
disruptive behavior or children’s reactions to teacher behavior: reflecting the engagement
of the child with the teacher, compliance with teachers’ commands, and answers to
teachers’ questions. Since disruptive behaviors tended to be a low-frequency occurrence,
data are presented for both the entire classroom and then highlighting both teachernominated children and un-nominated children, in order to highlight any changes that
may not be otherwise observed given the expected floor effects.
Children’s disruptive behavior. When evaluating the entire classroom, disruptive
behaviors decreased as a result of the intervention. Figures 22 and 23 demonstrate the
behavior changes and means for each condition. In Class A, there was an upward trend
during baseline, averaging 4% of intervals observed. Disruptive behavior appears stable
during CDI but actually increases in rate to 5% of intervals on average. During TDI,
disruptive behavior shows a downward trend, decreasing to an average of 3% of
intervals. In Class B, children’s rates of disruptive behavior begin low and consistent,
but then increase in frequency and variability. Baseline levels average close to 4% of
intervals, then increase to 5% during CDI. In CDI the disruptive behaviors are occurring
at their highest level, and then decrease during TDI to an average of 3% of intervals.
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Figure 22. Daily rates of Disruptive Behavior.

Figure 23. Mean rates of Disruptive Behavior per condition.
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The pattern of disruptive behavior for unnominated children was similar, but at a
lower level of occurrence (Figures 23 & 24). In Class A, the level of disruptive behavior
started low and then spiked toward the end of the phase, with a mean rate of 2% of
intervals observed throughout baseline. During CDI, disruptive behavior occurred at a
higher level (3% on average), with a spike toward the end of the phase. During TDI,
disruptive behavior starts low, but follows a series of repetitive peaks that generally have
a positive trendline, and ends at a high rate of occurrence. The mean rate of disruptive
behavior during TDI was 2%. Class B's unnominated children demonstrated an upward
trend during baseline, occurring at a mean rate of 2% of intervals observed. Rates of
disruptive behavior remain at an average of 2% of intervals through CDI before showing
a downward trend, ending at a mean rate of 1% in TDI.
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Figure 24. Daily rates Disruptive Behavior, Unnominated Children.

Children who were nominated by teachers as presenting more challenges in the
classroom clearly decrease their disruptive behavior as a result of the intervention. Class
A’s nominated children show an upward trend during baseline, with a mean occurrence
of 5.4% of intervals observed. The behavior remains variable throughout CDI with a
mean occurrence of 5.5% of intervals, a level slightly higher than baseline. Then during
TDI, there is a clear downward trend, with disruptive behavior occurring in a mean rate
of 3.9% of intervals. In Class B, the baseline levels of disruptive behavior varied greatly,
with a mean of 4.8% of intervals observed. The behavior then increased sharply at the
beginning of CDI, followed by a downward trend throughout CDI and TDI, with mean
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occurrences of 6.4% and 3.5%, respectively. Lastly, nominated children in Class B had a
slight increase in disruptive behavior on the final day of observations.

Figure 25. Daily rates of Disruptive Behavior, Nominated Children.
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Figure 26. Mean rates of Disruptive Behavior per condition, Class A.

Figure 27. Mean rates of Disruptive Behavior per condition, Class B.

Children's classroom engagement. As previously described, engagement was
defined as rates of child compliance to commands and answers to questions. These
behaviors were analyzed as rates per opportunity, since children had to be prompted by
either commands or questions in order to be given the opportunity to respond. Rates of
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engagement for all of the children in Class A started high with a downward trend
throughout baseline (mean rate = 71%). Rates of engagement remained around the same
level throughout CDI and TDI, with means of 67% in each condition. In Class B, rates of
engagement stayed level throughout baseline, at a mean of 61%. Engagement rose to a
slightly higher level during CDI, at a mean rate of 66%, and remained at that level during
TDI with the exception of two low points, bringing the mean percentage of engagement
down to 63%. Daily rates of engagement for each classroom are visible in Figure 28,
whereas Figure 29 shows condition means.

Figure 28. Daily rates of Engagement.
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Figure 29. Mean rates of Engagement per condition.

For unnominated children (Figure 30), rates of engagement in Class A start high
and showed a downward trend throughout baseline (mean = 78%) and continued
downward through CDI (mean = 65%). The trend starts moving upward at the start of
TDI, then falls to its lowest point before beginning to trend upward, with the mean rate of
engagement landing at 67% of intervals. In Class B, rates of engagement start lower,
with a baseline mean of 60%, then gradually trend upward during CDI (mean 65%) and
reach its highest level during TDI (mean = 67%).
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Figure 30. Daily rates of Engagement, Unnominated Children.

When nominated children's engagement is evaluated alone, the patterns are
somewhat different (Figure 30). Baseline levels of engagement for Class A's nominated
children started high with a downward trend, with a mean rate of 67%. The overall level
of engagement throughout CDI and TDI stayed consistent, with a mean rate of 68% in
each condition. In Class B, the rate of engagement also started high but then dropped in
level during baseline, leaving the mean at 63%. During CDI, the level of engagement for
nominated children appeared to increase in level, but with a downward trend that picked
up again toward the end. The mean rate of engagement during CDI was 67%. The level
of engagement dropped during TDI, and then showed an upward trend with high
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variability. Class B’s nominated children’s mean rate of engagement during TDI was
57%. Comparisons of mean rates of engagement in each condition for unnominated and
nominated children in each classroom can be seen in Figures 32 & 33.

Figure 31. Daily rates of Engagement, Nominated Children
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Figures 32-33. Mean rates of engagement per condition, Unnominated and Nominated
children in Class A and Class B.

Upon analyzing levels of compliance alone, results for Class A and Class B show
very different patterns. During baseline, Class A starts high, drops, then trends upward
again, with an average rate of 79% of intervals. Compliance drops at the start of CDI,
and gradually increases, but levels are lower than at baseline, averaging 70%.
Compliance trends upward through TDI, drops slightly, and increases again, ending at
baseline levels (mean = 78%). Although variable, Class B remains at a fairly consistent
level throughout baseline (mean = 72%), rises to a higher level in CDI (mean = 81%),
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then returns to baseline levels in TDI (mean = 72%). Daily rates of compliance for each
classroom are visible in Figure 34, whereas Figure 35 shows condition means.

Figure 34. Daily rates of Compliance to Commands.

Figure 35. Mean rates of Compliance per condition.
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Separating the unnominated children does little to clarify the picture.
Unnominated children in Class A had high levels of compliance to commands during
baseline, with a mean rate of compliance to 89% of commands. Rates of compliance
gradually decreased during CDI (mean = 74%), and ended at its lowest level during TDI
(mean = 73%). Unnominated children in Class B demonstrated a respectable level of
compliance during baseline, with a mean rate of 73%. Compliance increased to a higher
level during CDI (mean = 91%) and remained high with few exceptions through TDI
(mean = 93%).

Figure 36. Daily rates of Compliance, Unnominated children.
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In contrast, nominated children in Class A were observed as having high levels of
compliance at the start of baseline, show a sharp drop, and then a slight upward trend,
with an overall mean of 72%. The level of compliance drops at the start of CDI, then
trends upward, with a mean of 70%. Compliance continues to show an upward trend
during TDI, with a mean of 81%. In Class B, nominated children show a consistent rate
of compliance during baseline, around a mean of 73%. Rates of compliance increase to a
slightly higher level, with a mean rate of 77% compliance to commands during CDI.
After a decrease at the onset of TDI, rates of compliance then show an upward trend, but
end at a low rate toward the end of the study. Rates of compliance during TDI had a
mean of 65%. Comparisons of mean rates of compliance in each condition for
unnominated and nominated children in each classroom can be seen in Figures 38 & 39.
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Figure 37. Daily rates of Compliance, Nominated children.
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Figures 38-39. Mean rates of Compliance to Commands per condition in each
classroom, and Unnominated and Nominated children in Class A and Class B.

Lastly, graphs displaying children's rates of answers to questions show few
consistent patterns. In Class A, the entire class's rate of answering questions stays
relatively consistent throughout baseline, with a mean of 62%. This level appears to stay
consistent through CDI (mean = 63%), and then shows a downward trend during TDI,
ending at a mean rate of 55%. Rates of answering questions stayed level but were highly
variable during Class B's baseline, with a mean rate of 52%. A downward trend emerged
during CDI, with a mean 48% rate of answering questions. Answers to questions then
trend upward again during TDI, with Class B answering 53% of questions on average.
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Daily rates of answering questions for each classroom are visible in Figure 40, whereas
Figure 41 shows condition means.

Figure 40. Daily rates of Answers.

Figure 41. Mean rates of Answers per condition.
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Separating unnominated children offered some unusual patterns. In Class A, rates
of answering questions start high at the onset of each condition and then trend sharply
downward. The level of answering questions is higher during baseline, leading to a
higher mean rate (61%), whereas in CDI the rate of answering questions starts at a lower
level, contributing to a lower mean (53%). During TDI, the unnominated children's rates
of answering questions pass through two cycles of increasing sharply and then trending
downward, with an overall mean rate of 58%. In Class B, unnominated children show
high variability in their rates of answering questions, with an average of 49% during
baseline. Rates of answering questions showed a downward trend during CDI, with an
overall mean of 45% during this phase. Then the rates of answering questions increased
in level during TDI, with a mean of 56%.
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Figure 42. Daily rates of Answers, Unnominated children.

Nominated children in Class A demonstrated rates of answering questions around
a mean of 60% of opportunities during baseline, then an increase in level during CDI to a
mean rate of 67%. During TDI children's rates of answering questions start low, sharply
increase, and then trend downward. During TDI the children cycle through this pattern
twice and end with an upward trend. The mean rate of answering questions for
nominated children in Class A was 52% of opportunities. In Class B, nominated children
start with 100% of questions answered and then drop to 0% over two days. Rates of
answering questions then trend upward, with a mean of 50% for baseline. During CDI,
rates of answering questions start high, decrease, and then start trending upward for an
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overall mean of 54%. Rates of answering questions continue to trend upward for Class B
throughout TDI, ending with a phase mean of 49%. Comparisons of mean rates of
answers in each condition for unnominated and nominated children in each classroom can
be seen in Figures 44 & 45.

Figure 43. Daily rates of Answers, Nominated children.
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Figures 44-45. Mean rates of Answers to Questions per condition in each classroom,
and Unnominated and Nominated children in each Class A and Class B.

In summary, teachers in both classrooms increased their levels of PRIDE skills
over the course of the intervention. Teachers decreased their use of "Avoid" behaviors
from baseline to CDI, and then commands and questions increased slightly in TDI, when
they were the focus of intervention. Negative talk decreased throughout CDI and TDI.
Observations of children showed an increase in disruptive behavior during CDI, but then
a downward trend throughout TDI. On the other hand, children's rates of engagement
showed little change as a result of the intervention. Separation of compliance to
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commands, answers to questions, and unnominated and nominated children showed
conflicting patterns and no consistent effects.
Teacher Ratings of Child Behavior
As stated previously, all five teachers completed the DECA for each child in their
classroom at four time points, during the final week of each phase (Baseline, CDI, TDI,
and Post). Raw scores were converted to T-scores for each scale and subscale. With the
use of SPSS 19, data were analyzed from the averaged teachers’ ratings. Intraclass
reliability coefficients between primary teachers and assistant(s) were calculated to assess
consistency of ratings. In general, alpha coefficients ranged from -.25 to.99, with a mean
of .75, and a standard deviation of .23. It is important to recall that the intraclass alphas
reflect correlations of three sets of teacher ratings for Class A, and two for Class B.
Ratings for 35 children were included for the final analysis; data from four children were
removed due to children not being present for the entire intervention.
As a result of the multiple baseline design, each class was in different intervention
phases at each time point, and therefore DECAs at each time point would not be
comparable. Therefore, intervention phases were aligned across classrooms to allow for
analysis of change over the course of the intervention, while also controlling for history
effects. This resulted in three comparable time points, which corresponded to the end of
each phase of the intervention: Baseline (BL), Child-directed Interaction (CDI), and
Teacher-directed Interaction (TDI). DECA ratings were analyzed with a repeatedmeasures ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) on each DECA subscale, in order to evaluate
the effects of the TCIT intervention on teacher’s ratings of child behavior over time.
ANOVA results are presented in Table 8.
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Table 8
Repeated Measures ANOVAs for DECA Scales (n=35)
BL
CDI
DECA
Scales/Subscales
M
SD
M
SD

TDI
M

SD

F

p

50.51

6.35

51.83

5.23

54.06

6.81

12.58

.000 BL/TDI,
.007 CDI/TDI

Initiative

51.40

6.60

52.34

6.19

54.91

6.76

23.08

.000 BL/TDI,
.000 CDI/TDI

Self-Control

53.46

9.83

55.23

6.48

57.23

9.39

6.29

Attachment

46.46

5.69

48.51

4.18

49.86

5.79

11.11

55.60

8.46

53.14

8.30

52.69

8.47

13.81

Total Protective Factors

Behavioral Concerns

.000 BL/TDI
.028 BL/CDI
.001 BL/TDI
.003 BL/CDI
.000 BL/TDI

Results of a one-way repeated measures ANOVA indicated a significant effect for
the TPF scale over time, F(2, 33) = 12.58, p = .000, η2p= .27, considered a small effect
size (Cohen, 1988). Results of pairwise comparisons for time and TPF scores indicated a
significant increase in DECA ratings between the end of CDI and the end of TDI, p =
.007. There was also a significant effect for the IN scale over time, F(2, 33) =15.99, p =
.000, η2p= .32, considered a medium effect size. Pairwise comparisons indicated a
significant increase in Initiative ratings between the end of CDI and the end of TDI, p =
.000. Results for the SC scale indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been
violated (χ2[2]=17.34, p=.000); therefore degrees of freedom were corrected using
Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε=.71). Ratings on the SC scale increased
significantly over time, F(1.42, 48.27) =6.29, p = .008, η2p= .16, a small effect size.
Pairwise comparisons for the SC scale indicated a significant increase in Self-control
between the end of baseline and the end of TDI, p=.000. Results for the AT scale
likewise indicated a significant effect of time, F(2, 33) =11.11, p = .000, η2p= .25, a small
effect size. Results of pairwise comparisons for the AT scale indicated that ratings of
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Attachment increased significantly between the end of baseline and the end of CDI,
p=.028. Lastly, a significant effect emerged on the BC scale over time, F(2, 33) =13.81,
p = .000, η2p = .29, a small effect size. Pairwise comparisons indicated that a significant
decrease in ratings of Behavioral Concerns occurred between the end of baseline and the
end of CDI, p=.003.
In sum, results of the ANOVA indicate that teachers perceived positive behavior
changes as a result of the intervention. Across all subscales on the DECA, the children
showed significant positive changes, as rated by their teachers. For the Initiative, Selfcontrol, and Total Protective Factors scales, according to the teachers’ ratings, a
significant change occurred between the ends of CDI and TDI phases. For the
Attachment and Behavioral Concerns scales, however, significant changes appear to have
occurred by the end of the CDI phase.
Correlations of Behavioral Observations and Teacher Ratings
The purpose of correlating the behavioral observations with teacher DECA ratings
was to investigate whether changes reported on teacher measures matched the behavior
changes observed in the classroom. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated by
comparing the average percentage of intervals in each condition that a child demonstrated
a coded behavior with the averaged teachers’ ratings on each of the DECA subscales for
each condition. Table 9 provides a correlation matrix detailing relationships between
children’s behaviors and teachers’ ratings. Teachers’ ratings of Initiative, Attachment,
and Total Protective Factors on the DECA did not correlate with the occurrence of any of
the behaviors recorded. Likewise, rates of engagement, compliance, and answers were
not significantly correlated with DECA ratings. Results of this analysis indicate that
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behavioral observations of disruptive behaviors were most consistently correlated with
the teachers’ ratings on Self-control (SC) and Behavioral Concerns (BC) subscales.
Table 9
Averaged Teachers’ DECA Ratings Correlated with Observed Child Behaviors Over Time (n=35)
BL
CDI
TDI
Total Protective Factors
Engagement
.087
-.111
.227
Compliance
.110
.088
-.044
Answers
.120
-.155
.238
Disruptive Behavior
-.275
-.169
-.202
Initiative
Engagement
.064
-.124
.323
Compliance
.143
-.009
.051
Answers
.033
-.182
.261
Disruptive Behavior
-.251
-.108
-.072
Self-Control
Engagement
.139
.082
.209
Compliance
.096
.326
.015
Answers
.124
.086
.205
Disruptive Behavior
-.374*
-.342*
-.445**
Attachment
Engagement
-.053
-.061
.181
Compliance
.003
.042
-.096
Answers
.121
-.132
.115
Disruptive Behavior
-.004
-.103
-.030
Behavior Concerns
Engagement
-.266
-.018
-.224
Compliance
-.233
-.228
-.035
Answers
-.307
-.056
-.192
Disruptive Behavior
.383*
.301
.339*
Notes: BL = Baseline; CDI= Child-Directed Interaction; TDI= Teacher-Directed Interaction.
* = p<.05, ** = p<.001.

Social Validity
Teachers were given evaluation forms to complete at the end of each phase.
Eleven evaluations were returned, out of a possible fifteen. Average teacher ratings and
aggregate comments are provided in Table 10. Teachers’ ratings reflected strong
satisfaction with the TCIT intervention, with ratings falling between “agree” and
“strongly agree” on all dimensions (M= 3.97, SD=0.16). Data suggest that overall
teachers felt that the program was useful, that they had learned new skills, and they felt
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better about their abilities to communicate with and control the children in their
classrooms as a result of the intervention.
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Table 10
Teacher Evaluations of the TCIT Program
Average Rating
(4= Strongly Agree,
0= Strongly
Disagree)

Prompts
1. These sessions taught me skills I can use in my interactions with the
children in my classroom.
2. These sessions made me feel better able to communicate with the
children in my room.
3. These sessions made me feel better able to control and discipline the
children in my room.
4. The activities helped me learn the material presented.
5. The trainers were knowledgeable and experienced in the topic covered.
6. The presentations and activities were organized and clear.
7. Overall, these sessions were useful.

4
4
3.6
4
4
3.6
4

Open-Ended Questions
The best features of
the sessions were:

“Gentle prompts and reminders, all of the praise/positive comments were
great!”
“Building positive relationships with children through the coaching and
Pride skills”
“Learning the PRIDE strategies and having the coaching to help
implement them in the classroom”
“The suggestion of using ‘Sit and Watch’ was helpful in managing
challenging behavior”
“Learning the skills and applying them directly in our class. Our team was
able to decide how we wanted to implement sit and watch”
“The timely coaching after each group session”
“The feedback was immediate and ongoing”
“I really appreciated the notebook which proved to be a good reference.
Trainers were wonderful, sessions were relaxed – even jovial – but very
productive”
“I learned so much! Thank you”

Suggestions for
improvements
include:

“Managing the equipment, keeping earbuds in, improvements were made
as we went along.”
“Better listening equipment”

Other comments and
reactions I wish to
offer:

“It was a more positive experience than I had anticipated!”
“This project has been a very helpful and useful tool. I wish I had this
training years ago! I believe it is a tool I will always carry with me and
use throughout my career with children”
“I have enjoyed these trainings. I have learned a lot of valuable
information and it has helped me foster better relationships with the
children in our classroom”
“All of the skills help us to be intentional about our interactions and
discipline with the children, and they respond so positively!”
“Hope there is opportunity for follow-through – particularly in
K[indergarten] and again in preschool”

Section 4: Discussion
Positive interactions with significant adults can have lasting effects on a child’s
social and emotional well-being. By improving the quality of relationships in a child’s
life, a child may improve social-emotional competence and decrease problem behaviors.
Preschool teachers can positively impact a child’s school experience and promote
improved social, behavioral, and academic outcomes for years to come. Several
variations of classroom-based adaptations of PCIT have been in development and
previous research (e.g. Campbell, 2011) has demonstrated that teachers have been
successfully coached in promoting more positive classroom environments. The current
study was a replication of research evaluating the DePaul model of TCIT, a universal
prevention program for behavior problems in preschool-age children (Lyon, et al., 2009;
Gershenson, et al., 2010). The current study evaluated the effects of a TCIT program in
two preschool classrooms utilizing a multiple baseline design across classrooms. In
addition to observing teacher behaviors, this study also observed the children in the
classrooms to assess changes in the children’s behavior as a result of the intervention.
The majority of children in this study spoke English as a second language, a population
that has not previously been studied in respect to TCIT. Consistent with previous
research, children were rated by teachers to measure perceived behavior change, and
these ratings significantly correlated with rates of observed classroom behaviors.
Consistent with Lyon et al. (2009), the results of the current study indicated that
teachers increased their use of PRIDE skills across TCIT, and the teachers indicated high
satisfaction with the intervention. Also consistent with previous research (e.g. Legato, et
al., 2013), teachers indicated positive child behavior change via the DECA ratings scales.
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In addition, the results of the current study suggest that child behaviors changed as a
result of the intervention, and teacher ratings correlated with child observational data.
As in previous research, teachers in both classrooms increased their use of PRIDE
skills in accordance with the experimental design. That is, within the multiple baseline
design, behaviors changed only when training related to those particular behaviors was
implemented, in a sequential fashion. Although rates of PRIDE skills remained high at
the onset of TDI, rates appear to decrease slightly over the course of TDI, when coaching
is more focused on following through with commands and the implementation of “Sit and
Watch” for rule-breaking behavior. This pattern of results appears to be consistent with
that of other TCIT programs (e.g. Campbell, 2011; Lyon, et al., 2009; Madigan, 2011).
Notably, coaching and observational coding rarely overlapped; therefore, teachers can be
said to have demonstrated generalized use of the PRIDE skills over the course of the
morning. Interobserver reliability collected for in-class observations met minimum
reliability standards; therefore the behavior observations can be considered a valid
assessment of teacher and child behavior change. Still, implementation of these
behaviors remained highly variable throughout the intervention phases, which appears to
be related to differences in classroom activities during observation periods, individual
teacher differences, and other contextual factors. In future research, it may be useful to
separate the different classroom activities (e.g. circle time, center time and clean up), or
to examine each teacher’s behavior separately, since teachers engaged in different
behavior at different times (e.g. assistants are quiet during circle time, when primary
teacher is giving lesson), and therefore the summation of teacher’s behaviors may
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conceal individual patterns. Furthermore, medians of each behavior may have offered
more accurate assessments of teacher behavior.
In addition, 8-month follow-up data suggest that teachers maintained levels of
PRIDE skills comparable to those at the cessation of this study (Figure 7). Upon
reflecting about the reasons for such high levels of behavior maintenance, one needs to
look no further than the teachers’ feedback on the evaluation forms: teachers found the
intervention useful and saw that it worked in the classroom. Consistent with Stokes and
Baer’s (1977) emphasis on programming generalization, the TCIT program can be said to
utilize natural maintaining contingencies in order to promote the generalization and
durability of the intervention. That is, teachers were trained and coached in their use of
PRIDE skills and differential attention, and were themselves rewarded by the positive
responses of the children. This encouraging consequence therefore increased their use of
TCIT skills in the classroom, even when coaching was no longer in effect.
Teachers in both classrooms also reduced the incidence of “Avoid” skills,
effectively decreasing their use of criticisms (Negative Talk), commands and questions
from baseline levels. Rates of Negative Talk were already low at baseline, and decreased
further over the course of the study. As hypothesized, commands increased slightly
during TDI, an effect of the program’s focus on effective command sequences during that
phase. However, commands continued to occur at levels below the baseline. In spite of
questions being a standard and necessary activity in school classrooms, rates of questions
decreased during CDI, and remained low in Class A (although Class B increased
slightly). One target was to decrease superfluous questions, such as those to which
children are not expected to respond (e.g. “Everybody ready?”). Instead, teachers were
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encouraged to ask “thoughtful” questions or targeted questions to individual children.
Decades of previous research has evaluated teacher questioning behavior (e.g. Wilen &
Clegg, 1986), and elements of questioning that promote student achievement include
phrasing questions clearly, asking academic questions, waiting 3-5 seconds for a
response, and acknowledging correct responses. TCIT encourages the use of these
effective questioning practices without interfering with natural classroom environment.
Children’s disruptive behavior also decreased in line with our hypotheses. We
expected that disruptive behavior would decrease during both CDI and TDI; however,
before disruptive behavior decreased during TDI, it actually reached its highest levels
during CDI. These effects occurred in both classrooms, with both nominated and
unnominated children. Campbell (2009) noticed similar effects, with one county
increasing challenging behavior during CDI before decreasing in TDI. The observed
increase in disruptive behavior during the CDI phase may be characterized as an
extinction burst related to the changing social contingencies in the classroom. In an
attempt to extinguish disruptive behavior, teachers withheld reinforcement for disruptive
behaviors that previously would be reinforced by their attention by reorienting their
attention to other children in the classroom who were engaging in more adaptive
behaviors. The children in the classroom may have then increased the frequency of the
undesired behavior in response to the extinction procedures (Cooper, Heron, & Hewerd,
2007). Another explanation considers the daily variability in disruptive behavior levels:
given that disruptive behavior was averaged, daily means may have been elevated by
individual children’s outbursts. In the future, median rates of disruptive behavior would
not be as sensitive to outliers and could provide a more accurate assessment.
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We expected a more pronounced decline in disruptive behaviors with nominated
children, but both unnominated and nominated children demonstrated reductions in
disruptive behavior, as evidenced through visual analysis of the data. Disruptive
behavior increased at the end of the intervention for some children (i.e. Class A
unnominated, Class B nominated), after trending downwards. Positive outcomes may
have been more robust if the TDI phase had been in place longer, or if the program had
begun at the onset of the school year, before classroom dynamics become fixed. On the
other hand, this behavior may be related to the time of year (“May madness,” as the
teachers called it), since it occurred on the same days in both classrooms.
In line with our hypotheses, averaged teachers’ DECA scores demonstrated
significant changes across all subscales of protective factors and behavior concerns.
Teachers’ data were meaned in order to provide a consensus view of the children’s
behavior. Although previous research (Legato, et al., 2013) reduced teachers’ workload
by dividing the DECAs among the teachers, our intraclass analyses indicated some
variability in teachers’ ratings on subscales at different time points (α’s ranged from -.25
to.99, with an overall mean of 0.75, and a standard deviation of 0.23). Mean teachers’
ratings reflected both significant increases in adaptive behaviors and a significant
decrease in behavioral concerns. These findings are consistent with earlier
implementations of DePaul TCIT, which showed even stronger effects (Budd, Legato &
Watkin, 2012).
Pairwise comparisons made it possible to examine when significant changes
occurred. According to the teachers’ ratings, significant change occurred on the
Initiative, Self-control, and Total Protective Factors scales between the ends of the CDI
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and TDI phases. However, on Attachment and Behavioral Concerns scales, significant
changes appear to have occurred by the end of the CDI phase. Further, the significant
decrease in Behavioral Concerns was inconsistent with observational data, in which the
level of disruptive behaviors was higher than baseline during CDI and lower than
baseline in the final weeks of the intervention. This data suggests that concurrent with
the positive attention skills on which they were being coached during CDI, teachers
perceived the children as having more positive relationships with adults as well as
showing fewer behavior problems, even though the children’s behavior did not actually
improve until the TDI phase, when teachers were coached in effective discipline
procedures. The shift in attention from negative to positive behavior likely biased the
teachers’ perceptions, however, it also laid the groundwork for a more positive classroom
in which children were more accepting of disciplinary procedures.
Finally, we observed that teachers’ ratings on the Self-Control and Behavioral
Concerns subscales were significantly correlated with rates of observed disruptive
behaviors. Given that rates of engagement, compliance, and questions did not vary in a
consistent way, it was unsurprising that they did not correlate with any DECA protective
factors subscales. No previous TCIT studies have validated the teachers’ ratings by
correlating them with concurrent behavior observations. These data are among the first
to increase confidence in DECA’s validity for documenting child behavior change.
Contrary to our hypotheses, no changes were observed in children’s classroom
engagement (Compliance to Commands and Answers to Questions). Anecdotally,
teachers in the current study observed increased participation and verbal language from
many of the students, especially those learning English as a second language. We were
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hoping that these changes would have been captured in the engagement measure, since it
is a measurement of children’s responses to teachers’ prompts. Furthermore, we would
have specifically expected compliance and answers to increase during TDI, during which
time teachers were coached to follow through with commands and questions; however,
no consistent changes were observed during either intervention phase, in either
classroom, with either nominated or unnominated children. As mentioned previously,
these inconsistent results could also account for the lack of correlation between rates of
engagement (nor compliance or answers) and the DECA scales. Several explanations can
account for these outcomes. First, whereas teachers may complete effective command
and questions sequences while being coached, they may not “close the loop” during other
observed times. During the current study we did not document the completion of an
effective sequence, only the child’s response. Madigan (2011) coded teachers’ Effective
Command Sequences, which increased over the course of the intervention in the training
room but did not generalize to the classroom. Therefore, the impact of effective
command sequences on children’s “On-task” behavior, “Appropriate” behavior, or
compliance to commands could not be measured. Future studies should code for
effective versus incomplete command and question sequences and attempt to measure its
impact on child classroom behavior.
Another explanation is that perhaps our definition of “engagement” is not
accurate or broad enough. Engagement appears unrelated to disruptive behavior, or else
it would have been negatively correlated with the behavior concerns scale on the DECA,
similar to the negative correlation of observed disruptive behavior and Self-Control
ratings. Based on the behaviors observed in this study, classroom engagement seemed
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most closely related to social competence in the classroom and the adaptive skills
reflected in the Total Protective Factors scale. However, these constructs were not
related. This begs to question: what behaviors reflect classroom engagement? Could any
child’s verbalization be considered an attempt to engage in classroom activities? In
addition, what observable behaviors relate to the positive changes captured on the
DECA? Although Madigan (2011) reported inconclusive changes in child behavior, his
observations of Appropriate and On-task behaviors may correspond to classroom
engagement. Campbell’s (2009) was the only TCIT study which reported changes in
child adaptive behavior; however none of the behaviors observed (including Cooperation
with Adults, Peer Interactions, and Challenging Behaviors) were directly correlated with
ratings scales. For future research, intervention goals should include increased children’s
classroom engagement based on improved operational definitions that can capture
changes through behavioral observation.
Internal Validity
Several factors could be considered threats to the internal validity of this study.
First, the classrooms included in the study were selected by convenience; the principal of
the school indicated which classrooms she believed would be agreeable to and benefit
from the study. These factors could have made teachers more accepting of the
intervention, which could potentially limit the generalizability of the study. It is also
possible that the behavior changes demonstrated by the children could be a result of
maturation. Similarly, changes in nominated children may be attributable to regression to
the mean. Still, these explanations are unlikely given the changes’ correspondence with
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the introduction of different phases of the intervention within the experimental design,
which incorporated a sequential introduction of the interventions.
Findings from the current study would be strengthened with adjustments to the
observation process. Blinded observers would be ideal to reduce the possibility of
expectancy bias, and taking observations at other parts of the school day would enhance
program generalization. Campbell (2009), for example, recorded observations during
lunch and in school hallways in order to collect an assortment of child behaviors across
different times and settings. Lastly, kappa values were moderate, and prevented some
behaviors from being reliably analyzed. For this reason, we combined behaviors (e.g.
PRIDE Skills, Compliance) to increase their reliability. Nevertheless, the observed
changes on some individual behaviors, such as Behavior Descriptions, should be
interpreted with caution. The low reliability of the observations could be attributed to
behaviors being live coded. In spite of observers listening to the same interval recording,
anecdotally, it appeared that the same behavior was being coded in different intervals,
which would calculate to zero reliability for both intervals. In Lyon, et al., (2009)
different observer pairs were analyzed separately so that weaker reliabilities could be
identified and strengthened with additional training. Future research should track
reliability regularly over the course of the study to reduce the potential for coding drift
and inconsistent coding.
In the current study, teachers elected the children who were nominated for
increased observation. Fox and Stinnett (1996) found that a child’s label can affect
teachers’ prognostic outlook on a child’s outcomes. By having teachers identify children
who present more of a challenge in the classroom, this could have inadvertently
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supported an expectancy bias, in that the teachers then perceive and expect challenging
behaviors from the nominated children and rate them according to that expectation. For
the most part, teacher nomination was consistent with DECA, which is unsurprising since
it is based on teacher ratings. This suggests that the DECA can provide a valid
identification of children who present as more challenging without potentially biasing
teachers; therefore, in future studies, if nominated children are targeted for analysis at all
they should be identified by initial DECA ratings.
In addition, repeated administration of the DECA could have resulted in practice
effects, incidentally training teachers to be more attuned to child characteristics. It is
possible that this may have influenced the teachers’ ratings on subsequent DECAs.
Guidelines in the DECA User’s Guide suggest that a post-test assessment can be
collected a minimum of four weeks after baseline administration, but do not discuss
repeated measures (LeBuffe & Naglieri, 1999b). Future studies should consider the costs
and benefits of repeated scale administration.
External Validity
The inclusion of just one school in the current study would suggest limited
generalizability; however the evidence of TCIT’s success with diverse populations is
accumulating. In combination with the urban, low SES population served in the Lyon, et
al. (2009) study, the current study replicates demonstrations that the TCIT program was
effective with a primarily ESL group of children in regular education and Head Start
classrooms in a rural area of the United States.
Since nominated children were observed more frequently, whole class results
were weighted toward the behaviors of the nominated children and therefore may not be
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representative. It may also be worth mentioning that the high variability in the daily
behavior of unnominated children may have been a result of lower sampling frequency.
For example, on some days observers only had the opportunity to code unnominated
children’s responses to three or four commands each day, therefore rates of compliance
might show more variability than if the children’s responses for ten commands were
coded. The observed difference between 2/3 and 3/4 (9%) is greater than that between
6/10 and 7/11 (3%). For the future, it may be beneficial to observe each subset of
children equally, even if they are eventually analyzed separately. These changes could
improve the generalizability of the current results to other children.
Limitations
As mentioned earlier, one limitation of the current study is that it was
implemented during the second half of the school year. At this point of the year many
interpersonal dynamics between the teachers and children, including expectations of and
reactions to disruptive behavior, have already been established and may be less amenable
to intervention. These learned relational styles may lessen the effects of the program and
both teacher and child outcomes might not be as strong as if TCIT were introduced at the
inception of the school year. Therefore, future research might examine the degree of
teacher and child behavior change that occurs if the program is implemented in the
beginning of the school year.
Previous applications of TCIT have commented on its extensive time and
resource requirement; however, the current study suggests that changes can occur with a
minimal training commitment. A total of 60 hours was needed for training and coaching
five teachers over the course of five months. Budd, Legato, and Watkin’s (2012) data
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also suggest that TCIT can be successfully implemented by trained school personnel, and
the program was successful with just 16-24 total hours of training and coaching.
Recommendations for Future Research
Combined with the positive response from teachers regarding satisfaction and
feasibility of the program, results are encouraging and warrant replication in a larger,
controlled study. Findings would be further strengthened by comparison with another
treatment model (e.g. teaching skills workshop). A number of research directions offered
by Gershenson, et al. (2010) have still yet to be explored, including the advantages and
disadvantages of using mastery criteria, and the optimal number and length of coaching
sessions. Another important area of investigation is the coaching variables that
contribute to improved teacher outcomes. Although the training materials for TCIT are
predetermined and listed in manuals for consistency, coaches can vary considerably in
the types and amount of feedback they provide. We are also interested in evaluating the
increases in verbal behavior for ESL students, as well as TCIT’s effects on academic
outcomes, such as grades or a standardized achievement measure such as the Woodcock
Johnson. It would also be important to evaluate the long-term changes in child behavior
as a result of this early intervention. Lastly, given the teachers’ feedback on the difficulty
with the earpiece, it might be beneficial to find a bug-in-the-ear that is less intrusive and
prone to malfunction. In our continued research on TCIT, we hope to explore some of
these variables.
Implications for Practice
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA, 2004) calls
for schools to offer students “positive behavioral interventions and supports.” Schools
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across the nation are encouraged to offer teachers professional development around
promoting positive social as well as instructional environments, and employing
behavioral interventions to decrease disruptive behavior. As an alternative to more
punitive manners of discipline, positive behavior support can serve to prevent as well as
effectively intervene with discipline problems and support the social and academic
competence of all students. TCIT’s procedures fit nicely with the policies of positive
behavior support and can be implemented as a part of a program for teacher professional
development. The TCIT program could also be a valuable tool in the teacher education
curriculum, such as during student teaching experiences.
Similarly, TCIT is a classroom-based adaptation of PCIT, and can be used as part
of a multi-systemic intervention for children, parents, and teachers. Similar to WebsterStratton and Reid’s (2001) work with The Incredible Years, applying PCIT procedures at
multiple levels of a child’s life increases consistency of the model’s implementation and
thus the efficacy of the intervention. As an added benefit, TCIT, as the school-based
model of PCIT, is garnering increasing empirical support as a standalone treatment, and
as an adjunct to traditional PCIT may serve to enhance the PCIT model.
Conclusion
In general, the results of this research show that TCIT is an effective intervention
to promote positive behavior support in the classroom. Research suggests that follow-up
is integral for the success of any training program (e.g. Sigurdsson, 2013), and TCIT
allows for continued consultation and feedback following initial workshops. Teachers
successfully demonstrated increases in positive attention skills as a result of the
combination of training and in vivo coaching, and these changes were related to
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reductions in disruptive child behaviors, via both observation and teacher ratings. The
results of this study contribute to an accumulating body of research that supports the
efficacy of TCIT for the promotion of positive relationships between teachers and their
students as well as the universal prevention of behavior problems in preschool children.
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